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MATHEMATICS 
SUMMABILITY AND BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS 
BY 
A. F. DOWIDAR 
(Conununicated by Prof. J. POPKEN at the meeting of January 28, 1961) 
The following theorem was proved by HENSTOCK, [1]. 
Theorem 1. Let {zn} be a sequence such that lznl < b- b for some 
fixed b, b>O, and for n=1, 2, ... , with an everywhere dense set of limit 
points. Let~~= -b, ~z=b, ~3, ... , ~n, ... and m=b, r;z= -b, 'YJ3, ... , r;n, ... 
be two sequences of points each everywhere dense in [ -b, b], the {~n} and 
{r;n} need bear no relation to the limit points of {zn}. The sequence {zn} 
is summable by a regular matrix A= (amn) if this matrix sums all the 
sequences {w1<I>}, {w1<2>}, ... of O's and 1's formed as follows: 
w/2m-l) = 1 if £Jlz1 ~ ~m, w/2m-1) = 0 otherwise, 
and 
w1<2m) = 1 if .f ZJ ~ r;m, w1<Zm) = 0 otherwise, 
for m=1, 2, .... 
If this is the case then the generalized limit of {zn} is given by 
00 b 
lim L amnZn = f X dg(x) 
m-oo n=l -b 
where g(x) is a function of bounded variation with g( -b)=O, g(b)= 1 and 
depending on the sequences of O's and 1's thus constructed. 
We shall restrict ourselves to real sequences defined in the closed 
interval [0, 1]. We shall prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Given a sequence {sn}, O~sn~1, for all n=1, 2, ... , 
with an everywhere dense set of limit points in [0, 1] and a function g(x) 
of bounded variation over [0, 1] with g(O)=O and g(1)= 1, there exists a 
regular matrix A=(amn) that sums {sn} and {f(sn)} for any function f(x) 
continuous on [0, 1] such that 
00 1 
lim L amnf(sn) = J f(x) dg(x). 
m-+-oo n=l 0 
Before proving this theorem we recall the definition of Bernstein poly-
nomials and state two theorems. 
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Definition. The expression 
Bn(x) = B~(x) = I f (~) (n) x•( I- x)n-v 
v~o n 'V 
is called the Bernstein polynomial of order n of the function f(x) defined 
on [0, l]. For a complete discussion of Bernstein Polynomials and a proof 
of the following theorem, see [2]. 
Theorem 3. For a function f(x) continuous on [0, l ], the relation 
lim Bn(x) = f(x) 
holds uniformly on [0, l ]. 
The following theorem may be found in [3], p. 232. 
Theorem 4. Let g(x) be a function of bounded variation on the 
closed interval [a, b], and let fn(x) be a sequence of continuous functions 
on [a, b], which converges uniformly to the (necessarily continuous) 
function f(x). Then 
b b 
lim J fn(x) dg(x) J f(x) dg(x) 
n~oo a a 
where the integrals on both sides are Riemann Stieltjes integrals. 
Proof of theorem 2. We denote the sequence of rationals on 
[0, l] by {rk} where r<t•<•+lll+P = v!I' I~p~v+-i; v~l and r1=i-· 
For brevity we shall write r(v, p) for r<t•<•+IJJ+p· From the sequence 
{sn} we can choose a subsequence {snk} such that 
since both {sn} an {rk} are everywhere dense. 
Now we define an infinite matrix A= (amn) as follows: 
am,nk= (m; I) l xP(I-x)m+l-Pdg(x) 
where 
k - m(m+l) 2 1 
- 2 +p,p=I, , .... m+ 
and 
am,n = 0 for all other values of n. 
First we show that A= (amn) is a regular matrix. 
(I) It is clear that lim amn = 0 for every n = l, 2, .... 
m--->00 
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!amn=! IxP(1-x)m+l-Pdg(x) oo m+1 (m+ 1) 1 
n~o p~1 P o 
(2) = I ! xP(1-x)m+l-p dg(x) 1 m+1 (m+ 1) 
0 1 p 
1 
--?- J dg(x) = 1, 
0 
using the previous definition and applying theorems 3 and 4. 
(3) ) 
1 m+1 (m+1) ! I amnl ~ I ! xP(1-x)m+l-Pdjg(x)l 
0 p~1 p 
1 
~ J d jg(x)J, for all m. 
0 
It is clear that our matrix satisfies the three Toeplitz conditions for 
regularity. 
Secondly we show that 
1 
lim ! am,nk f(rk) = J f(x) dg(x). 
m~oo 0 
We have: 
!am,nkf(rk)=! Jf[r(m,p)] xP(1-x)m+l-Pdg(x) m+1 1 (m+ 1) 
p~1 0 p 
= I ! f -- xP(1-x)m+l-Pdg(x) 1 m+1 ( p ) (m+ I) 
o p~1 m+ I p 
1 
--?- J f(x) dg(x) 
0 
using the definition, theorem 3 and theorem 4. 
Finally we have 
lim jf(snk)-f(rk)j =0. 
k-+00 
So, remembering that amn=O, n=l=nk, k=I, 2, ... , we have 
00 
lim ! amn f(sn) = lim ! am,nk f(snk) = lim ! am,nk f(rk) 
m_,.oo n=l m~oo m-+oo 
and the theorem is proved. 
The following is a well known theorem, see [2): 
Theorem 5. Any linear continuous functional F(f) defined on the 
space 0 of continuous functions has the form 
1 
F(f) = J f(x) dg(x) 
0 
where g(x) is a function of bounded variation. 
Theorems 2 and 5, therefore, show that linear functionals in the space 
of continuous functions can be expressed in the form of a matrix. 
University College of Swansea. 
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